
 

A Single Comprehensive Solution

Microsoft has made the news public that Dynamics 365 Business Central will be NAV’s official replacement as the next 
generation ERP solution. The company in Business Central’s capabilities to drive digital transformation across industry and 
commerce. Dynamics 365 Business Central had its official launch in April 2018 and since then, the software suite has proven 
Microsoft’s confidence in it of being the ultimate ERP solution capable of managing and letting function various business 
processes in tandem.

If you are already working on NAV, then an upgrade is the next obvious step. It is not as easy as it sounds. An upgradation 
takes much time, effort and expertise, what with so many complexities in the fray, that include a bevy of upgrades and 
enterprising developments. Dynamics Square makes this easy for you by bringing its experience of having done multiple 
such upgradations to the fore. Our technical experts do a thorough analysis of your existing NAV solution and then lay out 
a transition plan on paper to move you from NAV to Dynamics 365 Business Central.
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It's Time to Upgrade to
Dynamics 365 Business Central



 

Assessing Your Upgradation Suitability
Dynamics Square begins the entire process by performing a comprehensive assessment of your existing NAV solution, 
getting into details and nitty-gritties. This entire process generally consumes two full days, during which we identify the 
most suitable and convenient way for you to move from NAV to Dynamics 365 Business Central, without affecting any 
of your business processes. During this evaluation process, all your existing developments are evaluated to find out 
whether they can be migrated to Business Central. Our evaluation plan will benefit you even more in case you happen 
to be working on an older version of NAV and are keen to know the best way of upgrading to Dynamics 365 Cloud, 
without losing any historical data, transactions and unique developments performed in the earlier NAV version.

Once the initial 2-hour assessment is over, our 
consultants, based on their findings, share a nicely 
compiled report with the development team to further 
assess your NAV solution from a purely technical point 
of view. Our technical consultants then perform a 
technical overview of your NAV solution to identify the 
most viable method of upgrading you from NAV to 
Business Central. The reason this process is being given 
extra importance is to simply ensure that you do not 
lose any historical data or any of your business-related 
customizations and third-party integrations do not 
come undone during the migration process.

2 Hours functional Assessment Comprising of:

Assess Current System Usage with respect to 
Modules and Sub Modules

Assess whether current Data in system is in good 
health or not

Discuss Current Business Pain Areas

Current Satisfaction level with current 
implementation

Identify Areas for Enhancement

Assess Training requirements

Discuss Roll Out Strategy

2 Days Detailed technical analysis Comprising of:

Identifying Customizations done in the existing 
NAV System

Identify ISV Verticals implemented – Add on 
Solutions

Identify Third Party Applications in use

Identify Data Migration Strategy and cut over plan

Identify System (Hardware) Requirement in case of 
On-Premise Upgrade

Submission of Upgradation assessment document 
along with Technical and Commercial Proposal.

Beginning with sessions spanning 2 hours, our 
consultants will begin work by assessing your current 
NAV solution for a thorough understanding of how 
features and functionalities of the NAV ERP are used at 
your end. Their next move will be to evaluate the kind 
of customizations and modifications done in standard 
application objects to subsequently prepare a plan of 
action to migrate you from NAV to Dynamics 365 
Business Central Cloud.

Deliverables aimed for by Dynamics Square at this stage include:

Upgrading the assessment document

Laying down a migration road map, including details of moving from NAV to Dynamics 365 Business Central

Putting together a proper Technical and Commercial Proposal
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Dynamics Square and Microsoft Dynamics 
Dynamics Square is a preferred Microsoft Dynamics partner in 
Australia helping businesses to excel into the future by solving their 
mission critical concerns through customized enterprise solutions. We 
are recognized as a leading Information Technology (IT) services 
provider and technology consultant delivering hyper- niche and future- 
ready solutions that ensure aspired business results.

Our team of proficient consultants and IT experts assist enterprises to 
streamline their critical business functionalities (finance, operations, 
customer service, and others) through Microsoft Business 
Management Solutions, including Dynamics 365, Power BI, SharePoint, 
and many more. We have a strong geographic presence across the 
major commercial cities in Australia, including Sydney, Melbourne, 
Perth, and Brisbane.
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Customer

Testimonials

Director Finance
Leading Not for Profit organization (AU)

Upgraded from NAV2013 to Dynamics 365 Business Central

“We provide a unique service which required an imaginative solution 
by Dynamics Square. Their quick and flexible prototyping approach 
allowed us to upgrade to Microsoft 365 Business Central with a 
minimum of fuss and in good time.”

“The skilled team at Dynamics Square has never disappointed us on 
providing creative solutions for our business. We have been working 
with the team for over a year now, and would recommend for anyone 
looking for a Dynamics 365 Business Central implementation.”
National Credit Manager
Leading Industrial, Retail Cleaning and Property service company (AU)

Upgraded from NAV2009 to Dynamics 365 Business Central


